
Quantum Skinner®

Bettcher Industries introduces the all-new Quantum Skinner®, an innovative 

electrically powered tool that delivers substantial energy savings, requires less 

maintenance and improves performance.

Performance with a punch!



See It in Action
Visit bettcher.com/QS to see video clips of the Quantum Skinner in action.  
Or call 800-321-8763 to talk with our yield specialists and learn more  
about how this new tool will please your processing line workers even as  
it reduces your operating costs.
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Energy Savings  
that Really Add Up
If you’re wondering how much you 
could save by switching to electrically 
powered skinners, we’re here to help. 

We’ll conduct a comparative energy 
usage analysis based on your own 
specific operating conditions and 
show you the results.  

Contact our yield specialists at  
800-321-8763 for assistance.

Dramatic Savings
Pneumatic tools are expensive to operate and costly to maintain. Most air-powered 
motors have vanes, gear boxes and bearings, too – components that require con-
stant attention. When you consider everything, it’s no surprise that the electrically 
powered Quantum Skinner® will save you big dollars by comparison.  

Faster, Easier, Quieter Operation
The Quantum Skinner is engineered to remove skin and fat at a controlled depth, elimi-
nating knife gouges while removing hog hair roots and skin patches easily and effectively.  

The skinner connects to the high-speed Quantum Motor™ and driveline, thereby 
delivering more power and a quieter operation. Our skinner is lighter and easier to 
handle than competing models, too.

Increase Your Productivity
The Quantum Skinner is a labor-saving tool that improves productivity along with  
increasing product yields. One tool and one operator are capable of keeping up  
with today’s rapid production requirements.  

Quantum Skinner® delivers …
••  Consistent cutting power

••  Quiet operation

••  Reduced weight

••  Less maintenance
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Powerful performance – yet so easy to use!

In addition to offering dramatic energy savings, the Quantum Skinner delivers more power and a quieter 
operation thanks to the high-speed Quantum Motor™ and driveline.
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